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Classification of the surrounding rock is the basis of tunnel design and construction. However, conventional classification
methods do not allow dynamic tunnel construction adjustments because they are time-consuming and do not consider the
randomness of rock mass. (is paper presents a new reliability rock mass classification method based on a least squares support
vector machine (LSSVM) optimized by a bacterial foraging optimization algorithm (BFOA).(e LSSVM is adopted to express the
implicit relationship between classification indicators and rock mass grades, which is a response surface function for reliability
evaluation. LSSVM parameters were optimized by the BFOA to form a hybrid BFOA-LSSVM algorithm. Using geological
prediction and rock strength resilience results as classification indicators, samples were developed to train the LSSVMmodel using
the hybrid algorithm. (e Monte Carlo sampling method of reliability classification was implemented and applied to the Suqiao
tunnel at the Puyan highway in the Fujian province of China; the influence of parameters on the performance of the algorithm is
discussed. (e results indicate that the new method is feasible for tunnel engineering; it can improve the classification accuracy of
surrounding rock exhibiting randomness, to provide an effective means of classifying surrounding rock in the dynamic design of
tunnel construction.

1. Introduction

Classification of surrounding rock is the basis of tunnel
design and construction; a complete classification system
should include two parts: a preconstruction survey classi-
fication and a modification classification during construc-
tion [1]. Limited by environmental conditions and technical
means, rock classification in the survey stage produces only a
relatively rough result. (us, it is essential to conduct a more
detailed and accurate classification through statistical pro-
cessing of rock mass disclosure information in the con-
struction process [2–4].

To date, researchers have proposed a variety of rockmass
classificationmethods, such as those ofWickham [5], Barton
et al. [6], Hoek et al. [7], and Palmström [8, 9]. Among these
classification methods, the most widely used method is the
rock mass rating (RMR) method, which was first proposed

by Bieniawski [10–12] and has been continuously improved
and applied since then [13–16]. (e basic quality (BQ)
method was proposed and widely applied in China [17–20].
(ese conventional rock classification methods are mostly
used in the preconstruction survey stage and are unable to
meet tunnel construction requirements because the classi-
fication indicators cannot be easily and rapidly obtained in
the construction process [21]. For most classification
methods, the mapping relationship between the indicators
and rock mass grades is not clear, and the randomness of
indicator distribution is not considered.

Much research has been conducted in the last few de-
cades to solve these problems. Geological advanced pre-
diction information is considered to reflect the properties of
rock masses, and prediction results are used as classification
indicators for the evaluation of rock mass grade [22–24]. To
find the optimal parameters of machine learning models,
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intelligent algorithms such as convolutional neural networks
[25] and support vector machines [26] can be used, or other
methods such as the PCA-ideal point method [27] and
rough set theory [28]. (ese studies analyzed the advanced
geological prediction characteristics and established a
nonlinear mapping relationship between indicators and rock
grade, partly solving the problem of acquiring indicators in
the rock mass classification process.

Among the intelligent algorithms used in these studies,
SVM has been widely used in geotechnical engineering in
recent years, owing to its excellent small-sample-learning
ability, including blasting vibration control [29], blasting
risk prediction [30], new material development [31], and
tunneling machine control [32].(e LSSVM [33] adopted in
this study is a type of SVM using the least squares linear
system as the loss function to replace the traditional qua-
dratic programming method of the support vector machine,
which has a more concise model group and higher com-
putational efficiency. However, the regression effect of the
LSSVM is significantly affected by the values of its key
parameters. To obtain better calculation accuracy, we
adopted a bacterial foraging optimization algorithm (BFOA)
[34] with good global optimization ability to optimize the
key parameters of the LSSVM, forming a BFOA-LSSVM
hybrid algorithm.

However, the randomness of spatial distribution still
exists in rock indicators. (us, the deterministic classifica-
tion method can lead to inaccurate calculation results. A
reliability algorithm can solve the problem [35] and is a
powerful method of obtaining a reliability classification
result. However, reliability theory based on conventional
indicators can only be evaluated after the excavation of the
target location, which produces a certain hysteresis and
cannot meet the needs of dynamic design for tunnel
engineering.

Research on surrounding rock classification has pro-
duced significant results, but there are still some problems to
be solved: (1) Conventional classification uses traditional
methods to obtain the classification indicators, which is
time-consuming and slows down construction progress. (2)
Conventional classification methods do not consider the
randomness of a rock mass; there has been little research on
rock mass classification using advanced prediction indica-
tors. (3) Machine learning algorithms have been used in
surrounding rock classification. However, human limita-
tions in the selection of the learning machine parameters
affect calculation accuracy.

Difficulty in quickly obtaining a grading evaluation
index and definitive grading result information makes the
current grading evaluation method of surrounding rock
insufficient and unpopular in the construction process.
Some tunnel construction still uses the artificial experi-
ence method to determine the state of surrounding rock.
In this study, a method of surrounding rock classification
is established based on advanced geological prediction.
(e classification indicators using this method are easy to
obtain, the operation difficulty is low, and it is convenient
in engineering applications. Reliability theory is intro-
duced to evaluate the classification results, and the

uncertainty of surrounding rock properties is fully con-
sidered, to provide a more comprehensive data reference
for project builders.

In this study, we established a reliability classification
method for surrounding rock based on reliability theory,
using an LSSVM optimized by the BFOA as the response
surface function. Samples were produced for LSSVM ma-
chine learning, including geological prediction and rock
strength resilience results as classification indicators. (e
Monte Carlo sampling method was used for calculation. To
verify its feasibility, the new reliability classification method
was applied to the Suqiao tunnel of the Puyan expressway in
Fujian province, China.

2. A New Reliability Classification Method of
Surrounding Rock

2.1. Reliability Classification Method. In the classification of
rock masses in tunnel engineering, the obtained classifica-
tion indicators are discrete and random due to instrument
operation, data statistics, and human error. Rock masses
surrounding the tunnel have certain variability, such as a
local broken zone or a weak layer, which leads to a large
variation in classification indicators and misjudgment of the
rock mass grade. (ere is a reliability issue in the rock mass
classification process; the probability of success or failure of
the final classification result is regarded as a two-category
classification problem. (e probability expression of the
classification result, the rock mass classification reliability
[35], is expressed by reliability theory to avoid prediction
error caused by the randomness of the classification
indicators.

(e surrounding rock is generally categorized into
grades I–V. As an example to introduce the reliability
classification method, rock mass grade IV is examined. To
evaluate the reliability of classification results belonging to
this grade, classification boundaries must be defined. (e
reliability function is shown as follows:
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IV � Fi xi(  − Nu 

L
IV

ZR
IV � Fi xi(  − Nu 

R
IV

⎫⎬
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where Fi(·) is the response surface function that expresses
themapping relationship between the evaluation value of the
rock mass and the classification indicators, xi is the rock
mass classification indicator group, xi � [x1, x2, ..., xn], and
[Nu]L

IV and [Nu]R
IV are the limit values of grade IV.

(e reliable probability calculation method for the
classification results relative to the two bounds of formula (1)
is shown as follows:
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where h(xi) is the joint probability density of the classifi-
cation indicator group.
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(e reliability classification evaluation result of a rock
mass of grade IV is expressed as

P
s
IV � P

s
IVL − P

s
IVR . (3)

In solving formula (2), it is difficult to integrate the joint
probability density h(xi). (e Monte Carlo sampling
method is used to solve the problem, with the number of
samples set at 105 [36]. Similarly, classification reliability
evaluation results for other rock mass grades can be
obtained.

2.2. BFOA-LSSVM Hybrid Algorithm

2.2.1. LSSVM Regression Model. In view of the short-
comings of traditional evaluation methods such as RMR
and BQ that cannot meet the demands of dynamic con-
struction, the geological prediction index has been used in
surrounding rock grading evaluation in recent years
[22–24]. (e mapping relationship between the new in-
dicators and the surrounding rock grade is complex and
nonlinear. In this study, the least squares support vector
machine (LSSVM) is used to express this implicit model,
as shown in Figure 1, and is used as the response surface
function Fi(·) in formula (1).

(e LSSVM is another form of SVM regression [37]; it
abstracts the nonlinear mapping into a process of fitting
known data by hyperplane [38]. Neural network training
easily falls into local optimization and the complexity of BP
network modeling. Quadratic programming problems re-
quiring training samples in SVM are avoided, which greatly
improves computational efficiency.

For a given N training samples xi, yi i�1...N, xi ∈ Rn is
the six-dimensional sample input of the grading indicator
group, and yi ∈ R1 is the one-dimensional sample output of
the rock mass evaluation value. (e LSSVM regression
model is shown as follows:

y(x) � 
N

k�1
αkK x, xk(  + b, (4)

where K(x, xk) is the radial basis kernel function,
K(x, xk) � exp (− ‖x − xk‖2/σ2) , σ2 is the square band-
width representing the influence degree of a single sample
vector, αk is the Lagrange operator, and b is the error term,
solved by
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where y � [y1, y2, ..., yN], L is an n-dimensional array,
L � [1, 1, ..., 1], α � [α1, α2, ..., αN], Ω � φ(xk)Tφ(xl) � K

(xk, xl), k, l � 1, 2, ..., N, I is the unit vector, and c is the
canonical parameter that represents the fitting degree within
the interval.

(e computation speed improvement of the LSSVM is
due to the least square value function and equality con-
straint, which reduces the complexity of the solution pro-
cess. However, the sample training result is highly
dependent on the regular parameter c and the square

bandwidth σ2 of the kernel function. LSSVM theory does not
provide effective selection methods; parameter determina-
tion is somewhat arbitrary. (is study uses the BFOA to
optimize the parameters.

2.2.2. BFOA Optimizes LSSVM. (e bacterial foraging op-
timization algorithm (BFOA) is a computational method
that simulates human Escherichia coli foraging behavior and
searches for the optimal parameters through iterative cal-
culation [39–41]. It is a random search algorithm with good
overall performance; the search results do not easily result in
a local optimal solution. During the calculation, S bacterial
individuals were randomly generated within the value range
of the parameters to be optimized, and each individual
contained a group of numerical combinations of the
parameters:

θi � θ1i , θ2i , . . . , θD
i , (6)

where θiis the individual bacteria and i � 1, 2, ..., S. θD
i

represents the target parameter to be optimized.
All bacteria underwent Nc consecutive trending oper-

ations with a trend step size of C(i) and performed self-
replication optimization under the condition that the
minimum fitness value of the population did not meet the
expected value. After repeating the replication operation Nre
times, population migration was conducted with Ped as the
control probability, and the maximum migration was lim-
ited to Ned. (e iterative information of individual bacteria
is expressed as

θ(i, g + 1, n, m) � θ(i, g, n, m) + C(i)
Δ(i)

���������

ΔT(i)Δ(i)

 , (7)

where g, n, and m represent the current executed trend,
replication, and migration times, respectively. Δ represents a
random unit random vector on [− 1, 1].

(e adaptive value refers to the error between the
predicted result and the actual result using the parameters
represented by certain bacteria to calculate the test sample.
Many methods can be used to evaluate this error; the root
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Figure 1: Implicit mapping model expressed by LSSVM.
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mean square error evaluation method is adopted in this
study:

Fve �

��������������


S0
t�1 yt − yt

′( 
2

 



S0
, (8)

where yt and yt
′ represent the predicted and true values of

the test sample t, respectively, and S0 is the number of test
samples.

(e implementation process is shown in Figure 2.
For the LSSVM regression model, the BFOA is used to

optimize the parameters c and σ2; the optimization process
is as follows:

Step 1: In a certain optimization interval, the initial
population is randomly generated. In this study, the
number of optimal targets is two; the population is in a
two-dimensional space, and the dimensional coordi-
nates of each bacterial individual represent c and σ2,
respectively.
Step 2: (e current position information of the indi-
vidual is substituted into the LSSVM model, and the
sample group is tested for the trial calculation to obtain
the adaptive value of the current bacteria according to
formula (8). Comparing the global minimum adaption
value Fvmin with the expected adaption value Fve, if
Fvmin ≤Fve, then proceed to Step (7); otherwise, pro-
ceed to Step (3). In this study, Fve � 10− 2.
Step 3: Perform the bacterial trending operation. Within
the length of the [− 1, 1] interval, random vectors are
generated to adjust the position of each individual bac-
terium, and the adaptive values before and after adjust-
ment are compared. A smaller adaptive value is chosen to
maintain the position of the bacterium. A total of Nc

tendency operations are performed. In this study,Nc � 10.
Step 4: Perform the bacterial replication operation. (e
total number of bacteria was recorded as 2Sr, arranged
from large to small in accordance with the adaptive
value; Sr individuals with larger adaptive values were
deleted, and the remaining individuals were duplicated.
Return to Step (2) and record the number of replicates
Nre � Nre + 1.
Step 5: Perform the bacterial migration operation.
When the number of replication operations reaches the
maximum (Nremax � 15 in this study), all bacteria in
the current region are destroyed, and other regions are
randomly selected to reexecute Step (1). (is operation
effectively avoids the local optimal solution and gives
the BFOA a good global property.
Step 6: When the migration operation reaches the
expected limit, the iteration is stopped, and the min-
imum fitness of the current population is recorded. In
this study, the limited value of migration operation is
set as Nedmax � 5.
Step 7: Output the optimal parameters represented by
the bacteria dimension coordinate with the minimum
fitness, and use it as the LSSVM parameter to establish
the optimal regression model.

2.3. Learning Samples for BFOA-LSSVM

2.3.1. Classification Indicators. TSP203 is a geological
prediction system for tunnel engineering that can obtain
rock mass properties before excavation according to the
principle of echo measurement. (e propagation speed,
waveform, frequency, strength, and direction of the re-
flected wave signal of the TSP203 geological prediction
system are closely related to the corresponding properties
and distribution of the weak geological body [22–24]. (e
resilience value of the rock mass can characterize its
strength and supplement the lack of advanced geological
prediction results. Considering the feasibility and accuracy
of data acquisition in the process of tunnel construction,
combined with BQ and RMR classification standards, six
indicators were selected as evaluation factors, including
rock mass integrity coefficient, reflector distribution co-
efficient, Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus, groundwater
development state, and strength resilience of the rock mass.
(e classification indicator group established in this study
is faster and easier to obtain than traditional classification
indicators and more comprehensively reflects the prop-
erties of the rock mass.

(ese six indexes can be obtained by geological advance
prediction using TSP203 and measurement of strength
resilience of the rock mass. (e strength resilience of the
rock mass is measured by a springback instrument; the
testing time of a single sample point is approximately 30 s,
which is convenient. Geological prediction is a necessary
link in the tunnel construction process and is completed by a
professional survey team. (rough analysis and processing
of the predicted results data, the classification index infor-
mation can be obtained.

Considering construction efficiency and the accuracy of
prediction results, in the Suqiao tunnel project of the Puyan
expressway in Fujian province, China, the consistency in-
terval of the rock mass was verified through continuous
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Figure 2: BFOA optimization process.
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rebound measurement. In this study, the unit distance of
sample selection and prediction calculation was determined
to be 30m. (e specific calculation method of each index is
described as follows.

(1) Integrity coefficient of rock mass
(e two-dimensional interpretation results of the
advanced geological prediction of a tunnel are shown
in Figure 3.
(e integrity coefficient of the rock mass is calculated
as formula (9).

Kr �
Vp

Vr

 

2

, (9)

where Vp is the P wave velocity of the rock mass,
obtained from the interpretation results of geological
prediction. Vr is the rock block longitudinal wave
velocity, derived from field measurement.

(2) Reflector distribution coefficient
(e lower part of Figure 3 shows the negative re-
flection of seismic waves in the advanced geological
prediction forecast. (e position of negative reflec-
tion symbolizes the weak structural surface in the
rock mass; its strength is proportional to the
weakening degree of the rock mass. At present, there
is no clear evaluation method for the value of the
distribution coefficient of the reflection layer, and
quantitative evaluation is performed mostly in the
form of experience summary [42]. Quantitative
criteria for evaluation indicators are shown in
Table 1.

(3) Poisson’s ratio
In the two-dimensional interpretation results of
geological advance prediction, the equivalent Pois-
son’s ratio of the tunnel axial rock mass can be
obtained.

(4) Young’s modulus
Similar to the Poisson’s ratio, the Young’s modulus
can be obtained from the two-dimensional inter-
pretation of geological advance prediction.

(5) Groundwater development state
TSP prediction results can qualitatively reflect the
development state of groundwater to a certain extent
and can be quantified, as shown in Table 2. P and S
represent the transverse and longitudinal wave in-
tensities of geological prediction, respectively.

(6) Strength resilience of rock mass
(e strength resilience value represents the com-
pressive strength property of a material [1]. On the
working face in tunnel engineering, the rebound
strength of each section of the vault, spandrel, arch
waist, arch feet, and the intersection of each posi-
tion was measured to form a measurement group,
and the data distribution law was statistically
obtained.

2.3.2. Learning Sample Establishment. In the sampling area,
the mean values of the classification indicators were cal-
culated as the sample input before tunnel excavation. After
excavation at the same location, the grading value of sur-
rounding rock is calculated by the BQ method and used as
the sample output:

BQ � 90 + 3Rc + 250Kv − 100 K1 + K2 + K3( , (10)

where Rc, Kv, K1, K2, and K3 represent rock hardness, rock
mass integrity, groundwater development coefficient, oc-
currence of main weak structure surface, and initial stress
state, respectively. (ese parameters can be obtained
through experiments or field observation after tunnel ex-
cavation, and the measurement method is referred to in the
literature [1, 17, 29].

(is process is repeated N+ t times to establish learning
samples, including N training samples and t-test samples.
(e classification of rock mass in this study is subject to the
subclassification standard [43], as shown in Table 3.

2.4. Calculation Process of the Reliability Rock Mass
Classification. Based on the learning samples, an implicit
mapping model was established and used as a response
surface function for the surrounding rock reliability grading
calculation. (e calculation process is shown in Figure 4; the
specific steps are as follows.

Step 1: Establish learning samples. Refer to Section 2.3
for sample types and acquisition methods.
Step 2: Establish a nonlinear regression model between
classification indicators and rock mass grade using the
LSSVM, and select the optimal model parameters
through the BFOA.
Step 3: Based on the LSSVM regression model opti-
mized by the BFOA, establish a classification reliability
function and calculate using the Monte Carlo method.
Step 4: According to the geological prediction results of
the region to be classified, the classification indicators
(1)-(5) are read at an interval of 0.5m, and indicator (6)
is measured continuously. Obtain the probability density
function for each indicator using the distribution
characteristics statistics of the results. Classify the rock
mass by the reliability classification method established
in this study, and make corresponding construction
adjustments based on the classification result.

3. Engineering Applications

3.1. Description of the Study Project. (e YA15 section of
Puyan expressway connects the town of Zhongxian in Youxi
county with the town of Xinkou town in Sanyuan county and
the city of Sanming in Fujian province, China, as shown in
Figure 5. (e section is 9.55 km in length, including five
tunnels: Jishan tunnel, Suqiao tunnel, Wugongshan tunnel,
Mingxi tunnel, and Leshanting tunnel. (e Suqiao tunnel is
used as an example to verify the applicability of the rock mass
classification method. Suqiao tunnel is a double-hole separated
tunnel with a total length of 724m. It is located in a rock mass
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with relatively developed joints in surrounding rock and
abundant underground water. (e complexity of the con-
struction environment presents high construction difficulty,
and dynamic design is necessary in the construction process.

3.2. Sample Construction and LSSVM Machine Learning.
Using the method in Section 2.3, 80 learning samples were
established during the construction of the tunnels along the

Puyan expressway; partial learning samples are shown in
Table 4. Ten randomly selected samples marked with “∗” in
the table were used as test samples; the others were used as
training samples.

In the mapping relationship obtained through machine
learning, the key parameters of the LSSVMobtained through
the BFOA are c � 0.51 and σ2 � 1.8. An additional ten
samples were used to test the predictive effect of the model.
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6,500
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3,600
3,500
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20
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–10

–20

P wave velocity

S wave velocity

Reflector distribution

Figure 3: Two-dimensional results map of advanced geological prediction.

Table 1: Selection rule of reflection surface coefficient.

Reflector distribution Not obvious Visible Obvious Strong Extremely obvious
Evaluation value 0∼ 0.2 0.2∼ 0.4 0.4∼ 0.6 0.6∼ 0.8 0.8∼1.0

Table 2: Selection rule of groundwater development state.

Reflected wave strength case S<P S≥P S>>P S>>P and Vp/Vs increases suddenly S>>P and Vp/Vs increases sharply
Evaluation value 0∼ 0.2 0.2∼ 0.4 0.4∼ 0.6 0.6∼ 0.8 0.8∼1.0

Table 3: Subclassification criteria of rock mass around tunnels.

Rock classification I II III1 III2 IV1 IV2 IV3 V1 V2

BQ interval ≥551 550∼ 451 450∼ 401 400∼ 351 350∼ 316 315∼ 285 284∼ 251 250∼ 211 210∼150

Building
learning samples

LSSVM training
calculated by formula (4)

Test sample
calculation

Fitness
evaluation

Implicit
mapping model

Trending operation
calculated by formula (4)Replication operationMigration operation

Statistics of parameter
distribution

Monte Carlo
sampling calculation

Probability evaluation of
calculated results

calculated by formula (3)
Output reliability

classification result

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Calculated by formula (8)

Figure 4: Calculation flow chart.
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(e calculation results are verified, as shown in Table 5; the
adaptive value (root mean square error, calculated by for-
mula (7)) is 3.85. It is observed that the predicted result is
consistent with the real value; the maximum relative error is
− 3.26%, indicating that the parameter optimization is
effective.

3.3. Reliability Classification Result Analysis. According to
the method in Section 2.4, parameters are measured for
several typical sections; partial statistical results are shown in
Figure 6. (e bar chart shows the statistical measurement
results of the parameters. According to its characteristics,
Poisson’s ratio conforms to the exponential distribution law,
and the strength resilience conforms to the normal distri-
bution law. (e probability density function curve of pa-
rameter distribution is obtained through data fitting.

Combined with the LSSVM training results in Section
3.2, the reliability classification of surrounding rock was
calculated according to the method in Section 2.1. (e re-
liability distribution of the evaluation results in each section
is shown in Figure 7.

(e reliability classification results provide more com-
plete information than traditional methods. Figure 7(a)
shows that the surrounding rocks in the K94 + 653∼ 683
tunnel area belong to grade V1, and the subordinate
probability of this level is far greater than that of other levels.
(erefore, it is believed that the probability results of the
other levels are caused by measurement errors or geological
variations in small regions, and the engineering construction
can be conducted according to grade V1. In Figure 7(c), the
surrounding rocks in the K94 + 743∼ 773 tunnel area are of
similar probability in grade III2 and grade IV1, indicating
that some of the rock masses in this area have poor prop-
erties or weak zones. (erefore, when the tunnel is con-
structed according to grade III2, the construction plan
should be conservative.

It is observed from the data statistics and comparison in
Table 6 that there is a difference between geological survey
results before construction and evaluation results after ex-
cavation. (e reliability classification method proposed in
this study can obtain a grade of rock mass around tunnels
that is closer to actual conditions, achieve the dependent

probability of each grade, and meet the requirements of rock
mass quality evaluation during the construction process,
providing a basis for the dynamic adjustment of the con-
struction scheme.

(e probability density in the calculation results in
Table 6 is generally near 50%, which is not high from a
statistical perspective. (e reliability evaluation of the
surrounding rock is calculated according to the distri-
bution statistics of a series of indicators, such as rock mass
strength, joints and cracks, and groundwater. In this
study, the distribution characteristics of these parameters
generally exhibit exponential or normal distribution, and
the parameter values tend to be scattered. (erefore,
multiple probabilities that are subordinate to different
levels of the surrounding rocks often appear in the cal-
culation results, which is the main reason for the generally
low probability density, as shown in Figure 7. Another
reason for this phenomenon is that the subclass classifi-
cation standard is adopted in this paper, and the sur-
rounding rock is divided into 9 classes, so the probability
of reaching a certain class is not very high. In some areas,
the probability densities of two grades of the surrounding
rock are close to each other, as shown in Figures 7(c) and
7(d), indicating that the overall nature of the surrounding
rock in this area falls between two grades. (is result
demonstrates that the proposed method can fully reflect
the actual state of surrounding rock and provide more
abundant data reference for tunnel construction.

4. Discussion

To further clarify the influence law of the relevant param-
eters in the classification method established in this study,
the parameters of the LSSVM model, calculation conditions
of the BFOA, andMonte Carlo sampling times are discussed.

4.1. Influence of LSSVM Parameters on Regression Accuracy.
(eLSSVM is trained based on the data in Table 4. Adjusting
the values of the square root bandwidth σ2 and the regu-
larization parameter c, the relative error between the pre-
dicted results and the real results under different parameter
combinations was calculated, as shown in Figure 8.

Beijing

Suqiao tunnel
Sanming city, Fujian province,

China

Figure 5: Geographical location of the project.
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It is observed in Figure 8 that the accuracy of the re-
gression results is affected by the parameters, and the error
distribution is an irregular surface, indicating that it is
difficult to determine the values of LSSVM parameters in the
training process. (us, the BFOA is necessary to find the
optimal parameters.

4.2. Influence of BFOA Parameters on Convergence Speed.
(e learning process of samples in Table 4 is repeated,
adjusting the value of BFOA parameters to explore the

influence of the approach length C(i) and the probability
of migration Ped on the convergence result. According to
the sample characteristics, the population spatial di-
mension of the BFOA is six, represented by the six
classification parameters in Table 4. (e population size is
200, and the upper limit of trend, copy, and migration are
all set to 10.

Based on experience, Ped is fixed as 0.3; the convergence
curves under different C(i) are calculated as shown in
Figure 9. (e value of C(i) is the percentage of the total

Table 5: Verification of hybrid algorithm regression effect.

Serial number Predicted result BQ evaluation after excavation Relative error (%)
1 303.36 308 − 1.51
2 169.03 164 3.07
3 298.10 295 1.05
4 371.29 371 0.08
5 230.11 234 − 1.66
6 266.06 264 0.78
7 176.39 177 − 0.35
8 189.61 196 − 3.26
9 296.33 299 − 0.89
10 182.88 178 2.74

Table 4: Partial learning samples.

Serial
number

Input parameters Output parameter

Integrity
coefficient

Reflector
distribution
coefficient

Poisson’s
ratio

Young’s
modulus
(N/m2)

Groundwater
development state

Strength
resilience
(MPa)

BQ evaluation
after excavation

1 0.33 0.3 0.38 1.7 0.7 43.6 223
∗2 0.61 0.4 0.31 3.4 0.4 62.8 326
3 0.42 0.6 0.41 1.9 0.8 41.5 192
4 0.65 0.4 0.33 2.8 0.4 47.2 262
5 0.5 0.2 0.36 1.8 0.5 44.7 231
∗6 0.75 0.3 0.27 7.4 0.2 67.9 384
7 0.7 0.2 0.30 6.6 0.3 60.5 323
8 0.45 0.4 0.35 2.1 0.5 42.3 247
9 0.26 0.5 0.37 1.3 0.8 39.6 208
10 0.45 0.3 0.33 2.8 0.4 46.7 275
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
∗31 0.55 0.1 0.27 8.4 0.2 59.1 368
32 0.4 0.5 0.43 2.1 0.6 44.8 183
∗33 0.44 0.3 0.37 2.6 0.4 47.2 282
34 0.57 0.3 0.33 3.5 0.4 52.5 312
35 0.23 0.2 0.45 1.4 0.2 41.2 169
36 0.43 0.4 0.37 2.2 0.4 41.8 232
37 0.35 0.2 0.33 3.1 0.4 50.6 292
38 0.55 0.1 0.26 7.6 0.2 59.9 378
∗39 0.23 0.5 0.36 1.7 0.4 42.5 224
40 0.54 0.4 0.34 2.7 0.3 48.5 268
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
76 0.40 0.3 0.35 2.8 0.4 46.5 282
77 0.41 0.4 0.33 2.2 0.3 47.3 272
∗78 0.31 0.3 0.42 1.5 0.5 39.5 194
79 0.20 0.5 0.35 1.9 0.4 41.8 240
80 0.77 0.3 0.31 7.2 0.2 69.4 392
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Figure 6: Statistics of partial classification indicators of K94 + 713∼ 743.
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Figure 7: Probability classification results of surrounding rock. (a) K94 + 653∼ 683. (b) K94 + 713∼ 743. (c) K94 + 743∼ 773.
(d) K94 + 816∼ 846.
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length of the interval. It is observed that the convergence of
the algorithm is best when C(i) � 0.1%.

C(i) is fixed as 0.1%, and the convergence curve under
different Ped is calculated, as shown in Figure 9. (e results
show that, in this study, the best value of Ped is 0.25; the
convergence effect is weakened if Ped is too large or too
small.

4.3. Influence of Monte Carlo Sampling Times on the Stability
of Evaluation Results. On the basis of BFOA parameters,
the probability evaluation of rock mass grade is conducted
for Group 4 in Table 6 under different Monte Carlo sample
numbers. Calculations are repeated 20 times for each
sampling number; the root mean square error (RMSE) of
the calculated results is shown in Figure 10. It is observed
that, with increasing sample number, the calculated re-
sults gradually become stable. To obtain effective evalu-
ation results, the sample number should not be set less
than 105.

4.4. Computing Ability Evaluation of BFOA-LSSVM. (e
samples in Table 5 were calculated by SVM, LSSVM, and
BFOA-LSSVM.(e error was calculated using formula (11);
error analysis of the results is shown in Figure 11.

e �
BQP − BQR

BQR

× 100%, (11)

where e is the relative error, BQP is the predicted value, and
BQR is the measured value.

It is observed that SVM and LSSVM essentially have the
same computing power in terms of classification; the
computing accuracy of the LSSVM optimized by the BFOA
is effectively improved, demonstrating that the hybrid al-
gorithm established in this study can be effectively applied to
the grading evaluation of surrounding rock.

4.5. Application Scope of :is Study. (e reliability classifi-
cationmethod of tunnel surrounding rock established in this
study adopted the BQ standard as an example; the BQ value
after tunnel excavation is considered to evaluate the rock
mass state. In the process of reliability evaluation in Section
2.1, reliability formula (1) uses the BQ value as the classi-
fication boundary and the rock grade as the output of
LSSVM samples. Similarly, the method is also applicable to
other evaluation criteria (such as RMR). It would be nec-
essary to change Table 3 to the RMR criteria and modify the
boundary value of formula (1) accordingly. (e reliability
classification indicators established in Section 2.3 are limited
to the research results with current technological means.
With the development of geological prediction technology,
when more information can be obtained before tunnel
excavation, this indicator group can be reasonably
improved.

Table 6: Classification results verification of Suqiao tunnel.

Group number Tunnel mileage (YK) Survey results before excavation
Forecast results

BQ evaluation after excavation
Classification Probability (%)

1 K94 + 653∼K94+ 683 V1 V1 59.74 V1
2 K94 + 713∼K94+ 743 IV1 III2 51.83 III2
3 K94 + 743∼K94+ 773 IV1 III2 48.25 III2
4 K94 + 816∼K94+ 846 IV3 V1 40.36 V1
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5. Conclusions

We proposed a new reliability classification method based
on a hybrid algorithm BFOA-LSSVM, and it is applied to the
construction process of the Suqiao tunnel. (e following
conclusions are drawn from the study.

(1) (e new reliability classification method established
in this study uses the BFOA-LSSVM as the response
surface function, considers geological prediction and
rock strength resilience as classification indicators in
machine learning samples, and uses the Monte Carlo
sampling method to implement the calculation. (e
results show that this reliability classification method
has easy access to parameters and calculation ac-
curacy and can accurately determine the rock mass
grade in situ.

(2) (e calculation results of the classification method
are affected by the setting of relevant parameters.(e
key parameters of the LSSVM have significant in-
fluence on the accuracy of the regression model; and
the optimal values obtained from the BFOA are c �

0.51 and σ2 � 1.8. In the optimization process, the
parameters of the BFOA are recommended as C(i) �

0.1% and Ped � 0.25. To ensure the accuracy of the
reliability evaluation results, it is suggested that the
number of Monte Carlo samples should not be less
than 105.

(3) As a small-sample learning machine, the LSSVM
algorithm was introduced to establish the implicit
mapping relationship between classification indica-
tors and rock mass grade. Further, the BFOA was
used to automatically search for the best LSSVM
model parameters during the sample training pro-
cess, thereby effectively improving the generalization
performance of the LSSVM algorithm.

(4) For the randomness of the classification indicators,
the probability evaluation of rock mass classification
results was conducted based on reliability theory.
(is evaluation method effectively avoids the impact
of randomness of the classification indicators on the
classification results and provides more compre-
hensive reference for the project.

(e classification indicators and related methods of
this study are implemented in accordance with the spe-
cific engineering background. It should be further opti-
mized and improved according to specific characteristics
when applied to different engineering projects. If con-
ditions permit, the number of learning samples should be
further expanded, and as many distribution statistical
samples of grading indicators as possible should be
obtained.
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